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More Jews who aren't of Israel

In our mini topic Today's Jews Are Not Biblical Israelites we noted that the Bible says that the “Jews”
come from Cain's and Esau's family lines of descendants, neither of which are racial lines of the
Israelites. In our mini topic Jewish Khazaria we see that many European “Jews” are actually Khazars, a
Turk-Mongol nation that existed in the middles ages but again are not related to the Biblical Israelites.
Still more “Jews” show up in yet another non-Israelite family of people – that of the Ashkenazim which
are Polish and German “Jews”, with a large population in the USA as well. But these “Jews” aren't
descended from Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (the Scriptural Israelite family line) either. They are of
Gomer's race of people, a people that are not Israelites.
In chapter 10 of Genesis we are given the generations of Noah's sons: Shem, Ham, and Japheth. Of
these three genealogies, only Shem's sons and his subsequent descendants kept the covenant line pure
(which God previously gave to their father Noah). Shem's family line are Shemites better known as
“Semites”. We read in the Bible that it is this family line which later became the Israelites. In capsule
form we have: Adam > Seth > Noah > Shem > Abraham > Isaac > Jacob > Jacob's 12 sons which
fathered the 12 tribes of Israel.
In Genesis 10 we also have listed the genealogies of Noah's other sons: Ham and Japheth. Their
families mixed with other non-Adamic people to produce family lines that did not become the
Israelites. (the Flood was not world-wide, but according to the original Hebrew text was a large local
area flood of great magnitude) Other races lived through the flood. Japheth's sons are listed as:
“The sons of Japheth: Gomer, and Magog, and Madai, and Javan, and Tubal, and Meshech, and
Tiras. And the sons of Gomer: Ashkenaz, and Riphath, and Togarmah ---- “ (Gen.10:2,3)
It is clear that this line runs: Noah > Japheth > Gomer > Ashkenaz > etc. These are non-Semites and
non-Israelites as they are not from Shem. This is the line of today's Ashkenazim “Jews”. The suffix
“im” in Hebrew is a plural ending like “s” is in English. “Ashkenazim” means “many of Ashkenaz”.
Next, look at the references about the Polish and German “Jews” (the Ashkenazim) and it becomes
conclusive that they are from Gomer's non-Israel line of people. Today's “Jews” aren't Shemites –
Semites – Hebrews - Israelites – Judah – God's Covenant people. Their entire claim is a farce.
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